
T-shirts with motif straw silk
Instructions No. 654

Difficulty: Advanced

Not only Paris fans will love these T-shirts. With the large motifs Straw silk paper-and sewn-on lace they look like expensive
designer pieces - and yet they are homemade!

Here's how it works  

First wash the T-shirts in clear water to remove the finish, then iron them after they are dry.
Cut out the motifs from the straw silk sheet and arrange them on the T-shirts. Mark the positions with line-ex pen.
apply Napkin varnish to the fabric within the markings, place the motifs on top and once again brush Napkin varnish over
them until just over the edges 

When dry, apply permanent iron-on film and fix with the iron for 10 to 15 minutes at cotton temperature. The T-shirts can then
be washed at 30°C in the gentle wash cycle.

Transfer the template for the collar twice to Cotton fabric and cut out with seam allowance.
Fix the collar parts right sides together with Pins and sew together. Leave the straight side open for turning.
Cut back the seam allowance slightly, turn the collar and fold the open side inwards. Sew tightly and press.
Sew collar and bobbin lace onto the edge of the T-shirt neckline 
Tip: If you don't want to sew a separate collar, a wide sewn-on Lace ribbon looks very pretty.
Apply a single rose from Straw silk paper with Napkin varnish to the collar.
Sew white bobbin lace around the hem and sleeves.

Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

15407 Kids t-shirt, whiteClothing Size 128 1

727945 VBS Napkin varnish "Textile" 1

376198 Cotton fabric "Uni"Sand 0.2

418119-02 VBS Lace ribbon, 10 mmWhite 1

347556 KREUL Disappearing ink pen 1



120340 VBS Napkin brush/Decoupage brush 1

393508 VBS Sewing thread set "Assorted colours" 1

360289 Glass head-Pins Prym, 30 mm 1
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